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Accuracy Analysis of the Thermal Diffusivity 
Measurement of Molten Salts by Stepwise Heating 
Method 

Yoshio KATO and Kazuo FURUKAWA 

Division of Nuclear Fuel Research, Tokai, JAER1 
(Received November 16,1976) 

The stepwise heating method for measuring thermal 
diffusivity of molten salts is based on the electrical 
heating of a thin metal plate as a plane heat source in the 
molten salt. In this method, the following estimations on 
error are of importance : (1) thickness effect of the metal 
plate, (2) effective length between the plate and a temperature 
measuring point and (3) effect of the noise on the temperature 
rise signal. 

In this report, a measuring apparatus is proposed and 
measuring conditions are suggested on the basis of error 
estimations. 

The measurements for distilled water and glycerine were 
made first to test the performance ; the results agreed well 
with standard values. The thermal diffusivities of molten 
NaN03 at 320~380°C and of molten Li2BeF4 at 470-700-'*C were 
measured. 
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l4ea忌urementof M01ten Sa1ts by Stepwise Heating 

Method 
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The s七epwisehea七ingme七hodfor measuring therma1 

diffusivity of m01七ensalts is based on七heelec七rical

heating of a thin meta1 pla七eas a plane heat source in the 

molten sa1t. 工nthis method， the following estimations on 

error are of importance (1) thickness effect of the me七al

p1ate， (2) effective 1ength hettt.reen the plate and a temperiit:!ll:re 

measuring point and (3) effect of the noise on七hetemperatur'li! 

rise signal. 

In this report， a measuring apparatus is proposed and 

measuring conditions are suggested on the basis of error 

estimations. 

The measurements for dis七i11edwater and glycerine were 

made first to tee，t. the performance the results agreed o"，e11 

with standard veuues. The therma1 diffusivities of molten 

NaN03 at 320日 3BODCand of m01ten Li~BeF4 at 470-700♂C werE~ 

measured. 
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ステザプ関数状加熱法による溶融極熱拡

散率測定訟の精度解析

日本原子力研究所東海研究所燃料工学部

加議義夫・古川和男

() P 7自年 J)月) 6日受理)

溶融績の熱拡散率測定11:適したステヴプ関数状加熱法0)実用化を進めるため.装置誤差

の検討を行い.誤差の推定およびその低減方法亭明らかにした。

装置誤差として特に問題となる:"は.(1)加熱平板(平面加熱源】の臨みの影響. (2)加熱

平仮と測前点閣の距離.(3)測温系の信号対雑音比 (S/N)などである。乙れらの解析にも

もずき.熱拡散率測定装醤ぞ試作し.標準試料とされている蒸留水およびグリセリンを測

定した結果.標準デ -1と良い一致を示した。

Na NOa (320-380.C)， Li 2 Be F 4 (470-100.C ) ~")綜融制に対する測定結果につ

いても述べる。
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I INTRODUCTION 
As transient methods which measure the thermal conductivity 

or the thermal diffusivity of molten salts, following methods 
have been tried: (1) a hot wire method and (2) a plane heat: 
source method. Others are now under developed. In these 
transient methods theraial diffusivity is normaly obtained. 

The method (1) is able to measure the thermal conductivity 
directly, but is not generally applicable to electrically 
conducting liquids which include many of the molten salts. 
In the method (2), a thermal diffusivity' is generally measured 
directly except special cases. 

The structure of an apparatus of the plane heat source 
method is not so simple a.s the hot wire method and it usually 
takes longer time to make uniform temperature distribution in 
the molten salt because of the larger volume of the salt in a 
cell. However, the pla:ie heat source method is more suitable 
to measure molten salts; compared with the hot wire method 
because of the current leakage to the salt is less and not so 
serious problem 

In order to measure the thermal diffusivity of high 
temperature molten salt, a simple method using a plane heat 
source, so call stepwise heating method, was proposed in 
our another report . 

The principle of this method is as follows ; when the thin 
metal plate is heated stepwise in the molten salt, the ratio 
of the temperature rises at time ti and 2ti at the point with 
distance* under the heating plate is theoretically given by 
the function of the Fourier number F0 - (It-i /Jt? where ft is 
thermal diffusivity of the molten salt. Therefore the 

- 1 -
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工 INTROtlU¥:'l'ION

As transient methods which measure七hethermal condu，ctivity 

or the thermal diffllSd:¥1ity of molten salts， fol10wing methods 

have beel1 tried: (.1;1 eil hot wire method and (2) a p1ane heat 

sourc，~ mE~thod. Othl:~.t:' s ，31re now under developed. In the尽e

transienl: methods t:hel:"lrnal diffusivity is normaly obtained. 

The method (1) iJi; ，ElbJ.e .to rneasure the thermal conductivit~r 

direct1y， but i5 not~ 9c:m，era11y applicable to elect:rica11y 

conductin.g 1iquids '1^'lhic~h inc1ude many of the rno1ten sa1ts. 

工nthe rnethod (2)， a thl~rmal diffusivi七y'is general1y rneasurEld 

direct1y ell:eept l~pE!c: ial eases. 

'1'he structure of al1 eilpparatus of the p1ane heat source 

rnethod i5 rlot so simple! ，3.S the hot wire rnethod and it 'usually 

takes 10nger tirne to luake uniforrn七ernperaturedistribution in 

the rno1七ensa1t beca¥J，s:e c，f the larger vo1urne of the sa1七 ina 

ce11. However， thc~ pla:，m heat source rnethod is rnore suitable 

七orneasure rno1ten sal'!::; c:ornpared with the hot wire rnet.hod 

because of the cu:t'r，snl: hlakage to the sa1t is 1ess and not s。
l1 l. (A:) 

serエousproblern-

In oroer to rnea~ntrcS the therrnal diffusivity of high 

ternperature rno1 ten ::m，iL t， a sirnple rnethod using a plane heat 

source， so ca11 stE';P¥¥d.SE! heating rnethod， was proposed in 
. (!r) our ano七herreport"". 

The pr:j.nciple of this rnethod is as fol1ows when the thii1 

me七alplate is he，at:ed ;sl~epwise in the rnolten salt，the ratio 

of the ternperaturc~ rises; ，at tirne tl and 2t唱 eltthe point with 

distance.x under七hehe!a.t，ing p1ate i5 theoretica11y given by 

the function of the F0 1J.riE~r number Fo =: (lt1/x!-where a is 

therrna1 diffusivit:y 0:E the rno1ten sa1t. Therefore the 
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thermal diffusivity 0. can be determined by measuring the 
temperature rise at the distance X in -she molten salt when 
the thin metal plate is heated stepwise. 

The apparatus should be designed'carefully to satisfy 
the boundary conditions of the heat conduction equation 
as follows. The thickness of the heating plate is sufficiently 
thin and wide to be regarded as one dimensional system, then 
the heat capacity of unit area of the plate is negligibly 
small and the heat flux from the plate to the molten salt 
is also stepwise when the plate is heated stepwise. No 
effect of the diameter of the sheathed thermocouple at the 
measuring point was also considered. Th>= distance between 
the surface of the heater plate and the center line of the 
sheathed thermocouple was taken as the effective distance. 
In calculating the temperature rise ratio, the effect of 
noise on the temperature rise signal was not considered too. 

As the analysis of these effects a.re Important for 
accurate measurements, the estimations of the systematic 
errors and its application to the design of the apparatus 
and to experimental procedure are considered in this report. 

- 2 -
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thermal diffusivit~' (J.. can be det.el'l1¥lim:¥d by rneasuring the 

temperature rise at七hedis七anceX i n 'cl\.\I'~ mol ten sal t when 

the thin mf.'ltal plate is heated st:ep¥'i';.L正¥11:1.. 

The appflratus shou1d be desig'ned' Ci:n:~，=:rul1y to satisfy 

the boundelry <~ondit.ic.ms of the heat ，1:\山..Idul~七iOll equation 

as f0110'¥¥l3. The七hicknessof the h.r3eil1::::.ng plate is sufficien七ly

thin and tdde .to be regarded as one o'.:iit:l:I，mlsiona1 sy:stem， then 

the heat c:apa.ci.ty of unit area of i:hl= plel'be is negligib1y 

small an.eI the heat flux frorn the plat:tll 1t:o i:he rnol七ensal七

is also stepwise when the plate is hea1: ，::!d s:tepwise. .No 

effect c，f the diarneter of the she.atlled t:.hermocouple at七he

measuldng point was also' considered. ~rh." distance between 

the surface of the heater plate and trm ，:~enter line of the 

sheathed therrnocouple was taken as the Ij，'ffcc:七ivedistance. 

In calculating the temperature rise :~at i.っ I the effect of 

noise on the ternperature rise signal wa:s not considered tco. 

As the analysis of these effects a. l:'~! importar!t for 

accura七erneasurernents， the estirnations ひfthe systernatic 

errors and.i七sapplication to七hedesign of the apparatus 

and to experimen七alprocedure are con:sid，，，xed in this report. 

内
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£ THEORY AND ACCURACY ANALYSIS 
& -1 Transient Temperature Distribution Due to Stepwise 

Heating. 
An infinite metal plate with thickness 2R is placed in a 

molten salt as shown in figure 1. Heat is produced at a 
constant rate Q/2R per unit time per unit volume for t>0 in 
the plate,where Q indicates the heat produced per unit time 
per unit surface area. The physical properties of the plate 
and the molten salt are distinguished by subscripts 1 and 2. 

o The origin of the coordinate is placed at a center line of the 
plate. 

In this case the fundamental equations for the transient 
temperature distribution for the metal plate and the molten 
salt are given as follows. 

99,(X,t) n d*0,CX,t) Q 
8 — — « / - £ £ " J Q ^ | t > 0 : -R<X< R (1) 

ZB3tt,t) n d\(Z,t) 
Ffc~ "-2 2X~ t > C : R<*<o0 (2) 

Initial and boundary conditions are 

dX. > &X. 

" 0* ~ ~ QXT~^ IS) 
8i(±R,t;. = 0 z(.tR,t) ( 6 ) 

where K* = V X i . 

-3--
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ll. T'HBORY AND ACCURACY A:t.:ALYSIS 

.1[ -1 Tl~ansü:mt Temperaturl~ Dist.:r:1bution DUE;l七oStepwise 

He，;.tting. 

An infi.¥1ite .meta1 p1at.e with thIl::kness 2R is placed in a 

mo1ten sa1t as ~lhown in figure 1. Hea.t is produced at a 

constan七 rateQ/2R per un:L七 timeper uni七 volumefor七>0in 

the pla.te， wher，e Q indicates the heat prodllced per unit七ime

per un.:i.t surfac¥e areo¥. The physi<.~a1 properties of the p1ate 

and the molten si'.l.1t al:e distinguisted by sub.3cripts 1 and 2. 
o 

Th，';! origin ()f the c守，dinateis p1aced at a center 1ine of the 

pla.te. 

In this case the fundamen七a1equations for the transient 

七emperaturedistribution for the meta1 p1ate and the molten 

salt are given as fo11ows. 

2皇皇位 -n aZ87C142-一旦ー
a~ = (.4.1一五五屯 2C'If. R t> 0 -Rく X(R (1) 

o8z仏tJ A EF6!zCGtJ 
一 ~t一一 ω --~X--l t> c' R<X <ω (2) 

工nitia1and boundary condit:Lons are 

8.， (X， 0)=; 0 ， 

a8， (O.t) 
== n 

ax ・9

ez (ζ 0):= 0 

8&β伺~tL_^
a~ 

(3， 

(4) 

幽
ι

U

4
5

川

(5) 

(6) 

where Kλ=λ.11.λ1.. 

-3 --
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Using Laplace transformation, the solution of eq.(l)and 
(2)with above initial and boundary conditions are obtained as 
follows. 

Q(1+) — 2«6 Q t 

& ^ • '(2H-Kft*-W+*.. , 

(8) 

where H = (1 - K £ ) / (1 + Kt) , Ke = U.Cpr^A* Cp £ £ Kfl= V«a 

and i2erfc(V) = V/4)tb*2f) ertcty- W/tf)expc-f) J . 
When R* 0 in eq.(8) the limit is given as 

where F 0 = 0Lzt/X* . 

Equation (9) corresponds to the solution with the conditions 
of that the heat flux from the plate to the liquid is constantly 
Q/2 for t> 0. 

In the case of Ni plats (2R=0.1mm) and H2O(20°C) system the 
temperature distributions with parameter t(sec) given by eqs.(7) 
and (8) are shown in figure2 where Q = 2W/cm a. In this figure 
the temperature difference^ between the surface of the plate 
and the measuring point should be noted. For example, when the 
temperature at the point X/R=40 is about 0.5°C on the curve of 
4 sec, the temperature at the plate surface is about 14°C, then 
the difference is about 13.5°C. 

- 4 -
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Using :i.aplace transformation， the solution of eq. (l}and 

(2)with above initial and boundary conditions are obtained aa 

follows. 

a伽収仇，か ;蒜E訪[1-，~市品R及Eぷ三や(一Hf'守下1

t>O，-R<X<-f.R， (7) 

&(Z，t)=-2k旦主一一
(1十Kt)c，'J凡R

メ〔削(恭)-0+H)i(4??帥(何日刊)J ' 

(8 ) 

where 

and 

H:: (1-KE) / (1 + K!) ，ぬ=-(A.1CPlJU.λ" Cr.! J! f， KII.=附 a

i~γ千C(1J) = (1ノ年)((1+2V2
)eγfClyJ-(2'1/ぽ)eχP(-vつJ. 

When R~ 0 in eq. (8) the limit is given as 

b OJJJ=32{2EeiP←zkj-erfc句会計}， (幻

where Fo = a.2t/x.z • 

Equa七ion (9) corresponds七othe solu七ionwith the conditioDl3 

of七hatthe heat flux from the plate to the liquid is constanf:ly 

Q/2 for t) o. 

工nthe case of Ni pla七 f~. (2R=O.lmm) and H20(20・C) system the 

七emperaturedistributions withparameter t{sec) give.n by eqs. (7) 

and (8) are shown in figure2 wher:e Q = 2W/cm~. !n this figure 

"the temperature differenceAD between the surfe:l.ce of the plate 

and the measuring point should be noted. F(lr eXi:.¥mp1e， when the 

temperature at the point X/R=40 is about O.50C on the curve of 

4 sec， the temperature at the plate surface is about 14"'C， then 

the difference is ;;tbout 13.50C. 

-4-
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However, if Q is reduced to 1/10 (0.2W/cm ) the unit of the 
temperature axis should be reduced to 1/10 because the & is 
linearly proportional to Q in eq.(8). For molten salts which 
have the thermal properties with large temperature dipendence, 
A 9 should be small. In such a case Q should be taken small 
and measuring time should be taken relatively long. 
According to a numerical analysis, the temperature difference 

AQ does not so much depend on the thickness of the plate in the 
case of 2R<0.5mm. 
The heat flux from the plate is given as 

%• =-Xj&Bj/dX) K . (10) 
The result of above calculation using eq,(8) is shown in 
figure 3 where the parameter is plate thickness and physical 
properties of Ni plate and of H2O (20°C) are used. From the 
figure 3,, it is noted that if 2R< 0.02mm, the time to reach 
99% of saturated heat flux is less than about 0.8sec, and well 
approximate stepwise heat flux can be obtained. 

E -2 The Theoretical Analysis on The Ratio of Temperature 
Rises vs.. Fourier Number 

Using eq. (8), the ratio of temperature rises at time ti and 
2ti is given as a following equation which is a function of Fo 
and is also characterised by three parameters H, Ko. and X K . 

fefr,2t,) = 2li*eH:c(l/2j270 -ft +H)U-Hp?erk$n-KPx;W2tt)} 

where F 0 = CLtt%/X2, XR =X/R and X =X- R # 

Also, the ratio of temperature rises in the case of R=0 is 
given by eq.(9) as follow. 

- 5 -
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However， if: Q is reduced to 1/10 (O.2W/cm ) the unit of the 

temperature .axis should be reduced to 1/10 because the Bz i9 

linearly proportional to Q in eq. (8). For m01ten salts which 

have the thermal properties with large temperature dipendence， 

，19 shou.ld be sma11. In such a case Q should be taken sma11 

and mt'~asuring time shou1d be taken relative1y 10ng. 

According to a nllmerical analysis， the temperature difference 

.L19 does notso much d.epend on the thickness of the plate in the 

case of 2RくO.5mm.

The heat flux from the p1ate is given as 

~ =-~(()e.ぬ仏. (ltl) 

The result of abclve ca1cu1ation using eq. (8) is shown in 

figure 3 wher:e the parameter is plate thickness and physical 

properties of Ni platl~ and of H20 (200C) are used.From the 

figure 3.， il.: is， noted that if 2RくO.02mm，the ti.me to reach 

99毛 ofsaturat1ad heat f1ux is less than abou七 0.8sec，and well 

approximate st.epwise heat f1ux can be ob七ained.

n -2 The Theoretical Analysis on The Ratio of Temperature 

Rises ，'IIs.， Fourier Number 

Using eq. (8)， the r~tio of temperature rises.at time t1and 

2t1 is given a.s a fol1owing equation which is a function of Fo 

and is also characterised by three parameters H， Ko.. and X~ ・

。o
9b (X， 2tt2=2{;ètfc(1/2~2町一(1 州1) k(-H九州加-KI川以侭1J
Dz(為的 品川C(1/IiFo) -(1十Hjf:(-Hfi包dcf(2n.Ka.VzxR1叫V2痕 f'

官・』 司 F 

where Fo = a，zt色IXZ， X~ '=X/R and X =X-R • 

Also， the raヒioof tempe!rat.ure rises in the case of R=O is. 

given by eq. (9) as fo11ow. 

-5-
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fe(*,2t.) _. 2 (2 KfafbcPM/tfi ) - tffc (l/2(2F0)>y& ) 
fcc^to ~ 2CF0//c/^^r-7/4F0;-eH:c^5^; ' ( l i ! ) 

where P() =fl;,ti/ai*. 
It could be generally assumed for molten salts that K g> 1, 

then the theoretical curves given by eq. (11) would exist in 
the region between the curves of R=0 and of H=--l as shown in 
figure 4. For the system of H2O(20°C) and Ni plate(2R=0..lmm), 
the curve is also shown in figure 4. 

The dependence of the eq-(11) on these parameters should 
be estimated.. Figure 5 shows that the dependence of eq. (11) 
on H with K =100, X =50. Also figures 6 and 7 show the dependence 
on X with EI=-,0,85, K«.=100 and the dependence on K#. with 
H=-0.85,X =50. The curves shown in these figures approach to 
the curve of R=0 with decrease of |H| arsd with increase of K». 
and X*. 

If the material of the heater plate is determined, XR is 
only variable in these parameters. The value of X* chould be 
chosen to a optimum value to get adequate ratio of temperature 

(3) rises . 
In many cases the physical properties /Ur^f* and fi2 of the 

molten salts are not accurately known, therefore the parameters 
H and Ko. are not obtained. However if q>a and fx are already-
known together with the values of C P 1 , j>, and Xi it is able to 
determine the approximate values of H and K«, by using the value 
&-i which is obtained by a preparatory measurements assuming Ft=0. 

If the values of Ai ,Cpi and ?, are'unknown, Ai have to be 
determined approximately by eg. (12) assuming R=0. In this case 
the error caused by using eq.(12) could be evaluated as follows 
with the assumed value of H. 

-6-
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企主，2t止 2(2Fo/7C戸匂'f(-7/抗 )-erfc (1L2J~昆)泌}
&伐，t;r) 2 ( Fo ;'c)必eぷf>(-1 /4-Fo) -eγfc (1/生月り

， (U) 
where F (1 = a，!旬 /;(.1.. 

It cIJu1d be genera11y assumed for mo1ten sa1ts that Ke:> 1， 

then the theoretica1 curves given by eq. (11) wou1d exist in 

the reqion between the curves of R=O and of H=-.1 as shown in 

figure 4. Fo:r the system of H20 (200C) .anol Ni pla七e(2R'" 0 ..1~) ， 

the curve is a1so shown in figure 4. 

Thp. dependence of the eq. (11) on t.hesE' parameters shou1d 

be estimated“ Figure 5 shows that the a:Glpendence c'f eq. (11) 

on H with K =100， X =50. A1so figures 6 a九d7 show the depen<Il:mce 

on X with nヲ::9.85，Kι=100 and the depen.d合:nceon K(A. wi'!:h 

日=ー0.85，X=50. The curves shown in these， f:igures approadA t~o 

the curve of R=O with decrease of ¥HI a.nd with increase (.¥f Kι 

and Xlt. 

If the material of the heater p1ate is detenlinedq X~ i8 

c.n1y va:r:iab1e in these parameters. The wd.ue of X尺 cr.ouldbe 

c;hosen to a optimum va1ue to get adequatめ ratioof ~emperature 

(3) r1ses . 

In many cases the physical propertie:sス1，q・'.:la.nd .s: of the 

molten sa1ts are :not accurate1y known， tlblfJrefつrethe paramt~ters 

H and Ko. are not ()btained. However if q)l .and阜 arealready 

known together with the va1ues of C"1 ，Pl emd λ， it i5 ab1e t，Q 

determine the approximate values of H and Kc.t by tlsing the valne 

a~ which is obtaint~d by a preparatory r聞 a宮tu:ementsassuming Ft=O. 

If the va1ues ofλ:z ， CP1 and R are' unkumm， th hi:tve to be 

det:ermined . approxim.9， tely by eq. (12) assuming R=O. In this case 

the error caused by using eq. (工2) c!ould be eva1t:lated as fo11oW8 

wit:h the assumed va1ue of H. 

-6-
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If the errors of time t-j and distance X in the Fourier 
number could be neglected, the error of Axis obtained as 

follows. as ~ F? ' 
AOS "OS-ai, A F" - FT -F<?» 

where A* and FJ> are the values obtained from eq.(11) assuming 
a value of H, dtfand Fo are the values obtained from eg. (12) for 
the same ratio of the temperatures. 

Figure 8a and 8b show that the relation between the error 
and the parameter H with several XR(K(t=50,100) and with 
several KA(X„=30). 

Figure 9a and 9b show that the relation between the error 
and the parameter XR with several H (1^=50,100) and with 
several KA(H=-0.85). 

Also figure 10a and 10b show that the relation between the 
error and the parameter K^with several X^(H=-0.85.-0.80) 
and with several H (Xn=30). 

These relations are taken for 8(x,2ti )/0(X,t, )=3. If the 
ratio of the temperature rises are taken to the value more 
than 3, these errors shown in these figures are all decrease 
slightly as shown in figure 11. 

To make the error less than +5% without correcting these 
parameters effect, XRshould be taken more than 100 in ̂ _ 
ordinary case of K*>50 and H>-0.9. 
The effect of H increase extreamly in the region 

0.95<|H|<.'L.O. However, figure 12 shows that the value |H| 
may be less than 0.9 and more than 0.4 for many molten salts. 
The value of | H J decreases by using a platinum heater plate 
instead of nickel plate. Then it is more practical in the 
error estimation that H is assumed to exist in the region 
-0.4> H> -0.9. 
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For example, if the value of H is assumed to -0.80 as a 
suitable value, the error calculated by eq.(11) is about +3.5% 
for H=-0.9(assumed maximum) and about -2.6% for H=-0.4(assumed 
minimum), then the error about ±3.5% is secured as long as 
-0.4> H> -0.9. 

3L -3 The Effect of Finite Heater Plate 
To simplify the problem, the width of the heater plate is 

assumed to be finite in the previous section. The practical 
width should be determined by considering the horizontal 
boundary effect. It is easy to evaluate the effect experimentally 
by measuring the thermal diffusivities of a sample liquid at 
several points keeping parallel to the heater plate. The result 
is shown in figure 13. It is the case of 32X32X0.lmm heater 
plate(Ni alloy) and distilled water(20°C). Under the region of 
7.5 mm from the center of the plate, end effect may be neglected 
in this case. 

3J-4 The Method to Determine The Effective Distance j?eff» 
When the thermal diffusivity tfa is determined from the Fourier 

number, the estimation of effective distance Jfceff between the 
heater plate and the measuring point is another important problem. 
There are two problems to determine the j?eff» 

The first is how to detect the zero point of £ eff• The change 
of the distance from a reference point, hi , can be measured 
whithin a reading error of about 1/100 ~> 1/500 mm by using 
micrometer or electrical differential transformer. However for 
some kinds of molten salts, it is difficult to detect the contact 
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For examp1e， if the va1ue of H is assumed to -(l.80 as .a 

suitab1e va1ue， the 'error ca1cu1ated by eq. (11) is about +3.5竃

for H=-O.9(assumed maximum) and abou七ー2.6も forH=四 0.4(assumed 

minimum)， then the error abou七土3.5も isSt9cured as 1on~1 as 

ー0.4>日〉ー0.9.

瓦-3 The Effect of Finite Heater P1ate 

To simp1ify the prob1em， the width of the heater p1a七eis 

assumed to be fini七ein the previous sec七ion.The prac七ica1

width shou1d be determined by conside~ing the horizonta1 

boundary effect. It is easy to evaluate the effect experimenta11y 

by measuring'the therma1 d~ffusivities of a samp1e 1iquid at 

severa1 points keeping para11el to the heater plate. The result 

is shown in figure 13. It is the case of 32X32XO.lmm heater 

plate(Ni a11oy) and disti11ed water(200C). Under the region of 

7.5 mm from the center of the p1ate， end effect may be neglected 

in this case. 

n-4 The Method to Determine Th碍 EffectiveDistance leff. 

When the therma1 diffusivity aais determined frQm the Fourier 

number， the estimation of effective distance leff bctween the 

heater p1ate and the measuring point is another important problem. 

There are two problems to determine the Deff・

The first is how to detect the zero point of 1eff・Thechange 

of the distance from a reference point ，Lt~， can be measure.d 

whithin a reading error of about 1/100.v 1/500 mm by usi.ng 

microme七eror e1ectricu1 differentia1 transformer. However for 

some kinds of mo1ten sa1ts， it is difficu:'t +-0 detect the oontact 
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point(zero point) of the sheathed thermocouple and the heater 
plate by optical or by electrical method. 

The second is how to evaluate the effective temperature 
detectiqn point on a diameter of the sheathed thermocouple 
because the diameter, even if 0.25mm , is not negligible to the 
distance ieff of about 1-" 2 mm. 

For these problems following method is usefull to determine 
the ̂ eff• When the heater plate is heated stepwise at a constant 
rate, the temperature rise of the sample salt should be measured 
at several point of vertical direction under the heating plate. 
From each trace of temperature rise curves, the transient 
temperature distribution of the sample liquid is obtained with 
parameter t(sec) as shown in figure .14. The temperature of the 
heater plate itself should be also measured. 

From the cross point of the two temperature curves of the 
sample liquid and the heater plate, the origin {zero point) is 
determined. Then the effective distance | eff is obtained by the 
difference between the measuring point and the zero point indicated 
on the micrometer. The second problem mentiond above is solved 
at the same time in this method. 

]£— 5 The Effect of Noise Component on The Temperature Rise Curve. 

Data recording and processing systems are shown in figure 15. 
The thermoelectromotive force of the sheathed thermocouple [1] 
is amplified by D.C. amplifier[2]. The noise component of the 
out put signal is filtered out by low pass filter[3] and the 
signal is recorded by digital recorder[4](lObit IK word). The 
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recorded data are monitored by oscilloscope [5] and punched 
out by paper tape puncher[6]. The data of the punched paper 
tape are processed by a computer[7], 

Noise component of the temperature rise signal affects 
largely to the accuracy of temperature rise ratio. 
If 0(X,2ti) is taken to about l°C(about 40|»V by Chromei-
Alumel thermocouple) arid the temperature rise ratio is taken 
to about 4, the error of the ratio reaches to about 30% 
because the total noise component of the thermocouple and the 
D.C. amplifier(input noise) is constantly about 2^V^ . 

To reject the noise component, low pass filter(42db/oct 
decrease from a cutoff frequency) and 50HZ(power source noise) 
rejection filter are used. If the cutoff frequency of the low 
pass filter is lowered from 50H2 to decrease the noise level, 
the effect of the signal (wave form)distortion increases. The 
effect of the cutoff frequency of the low pass filter is shown 
in figure 16. To decrease the noise level in low frequency 
region without wave form distcrtion, numerical data smoosing 
is taken in computer program. 

However it is difficult to reject the noise component 
sufficiently and to make the error of temperatuer rise ratio 
within about ± 2 % . 

To solve this problem, many times ti should be selected 
appropriately and many temperature rise ratios should be 
obtained from one temperature rise curve. Then the mean 
thermal diffusivity can be determined from these data. 

Usually the times ti are taken to about 100 to 200 points 
every 10m second. 
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recorded data are moni七oredby osci11oscope [5] and punched 
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H IMPROVED APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

An apparatus shown in figure 17 is designed as the 

results of the above analysis considering the experiences of 

the previous apparatus . improved points are as follows. 

(1) The position of the thermocouple for temperature rise 
measurement is possible to regurate from outside of 
the cell keeping gas tight. An electrical zero point 
detecter is equipped and a micrometer is used for 
positioning of the thermocouple. 

(2) The heating plate is made of nickel alloy of 0.1mm 
thick(32 X 32mm width) and is exchangeable. 

(3) Inconel sheathed Chromel-Alumel thermocouple of 
u.25mm O.D. is used for improving the thermal responce. 

(4) The position of an outer furnace heater is possible 
to regulate and the vertical temperature distribution 
in the cell is able to regulate minutely. 

(5) The electrodes of the heater plate have a shape of 
half cylindrical shell to prevent the sample salt from 
direct irradiation of inner surface of the furnace 
heater. 

The heater plate 1 is fixed on the plate holder 2 by screws 
together with the Beryllia skirt 3 which avoids convection 
flow; The heater plate holder is also set on the half-cylindrical 
shell electrodes 4 by screws. The sheathed thermocouple 5 is 
set on the bottom of the quartz pot 6 and is able to control . 
the position to vertical direction with the pot. The pot is 
set on the quartz center piller 7 and the other side of the piller 
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is connected to the micrometer 8. The position of the outer 
furnace heater 10 is able to shift vertically. 
The radiation shield plates 9 are fixed on the guide tube of 
the center piller to prevent temperature rise of lower side 
of the cell. The lower part of the outer quartz cell and its 
mount are cooled by water. The top part(about 5mm) of the 
sheathed thermocouple 5 is made parallel to the heater-plate. 

Jtf RESULTS 
To examine the performance of this apparatus/ the thermal 

diffusivities of distilled water and of glycerine were measured. 
The results were well agreed with the standard values. The 
results of the glycerine is shown in figure 18 together with 

(4) 

the values converted from published data. 
From -the figure 18 we can read the mean values as 

{3.4±0.2)Vio"V h*at 20°C and (2.9+0. 2)XiO*m h* at 200°C. These 
results were obtained by using the parameters X R,K a and H. 
The mean value of H=-0.90 was calculated from the published data. 

The thermal diffusivities of molten salts were then measured. 
In figure 19 the experimental results for molten NaN03 .'at (2) 320-330'C are shown together with published data , 
Mean value of parameter H=-0.85 was used in the calculation. 
No temperature dependence was observed and the mean value of 
.fl.=(5.5±0.5)X10,m'h1was obtained. The difference between the 
measured values and the referenced one shown in figure 19 was 
about 7%. 
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is connected to the micrometer B. The posi乞ion.of theouter 
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The experimental results for molten Li~BeF4 at 470-700'"C are 

shown in figure 20 together with values converted from published 
(g) 

data. From figure 20 we can read the mean values as 
(7»5±0.9)Xi64m h at 470-700°C. Mean value of parameter H=-0.78 

obtained from the published data of referenced one was also used 
in the calculation! 

It is estimated that the scattering of the data depends on 

the initial thermal stability of the salt and on the existence 

of the gas babbles on the heating plate. In the case of Iji;2BeF4, 

the initial rate of temperature drift was kept below 0.0!5C,C min 1. 

The measurements for the molten salts were made in an argon 

atmosphere at a pressure about 10 Torr higher than atmospheric. 

V CONCLUSION 
Following conclusions are obtained. 

(1) According to the analysis on the transient temperature 
distribution, the temperature difference between the 
heater plate and the measuring point should be small for 
molten salts which have the thermal properties with large 
temperature dependence. In such a case, heat generating 
rate should be taken small and measuring time should be 
taken relatively long. 

(2) Three parameters H, Ka. and XR have to be considered at 

the same time to reduce the error caused by the thickness of 
the heater plate. When the effect of the thickness of the 
heater plate is corrected, the accuracy depends on the 
approximation of these parameters. In these parameters, 
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XRcan be obtained accurately and approximate value of Kg, is 
obtained from preparatory measurement with the curve of 
R=0 but in general there are no accurate information on H. 
However in ordinary cases, the value of H could be assumed 
to H> -0.9, the assumed maximum error of the thermal 
diffusivity obtained from the curve of R=0 can be estimated 
practically in comparison with the value obtained from the 
curve of H=-0.9. 

(3) If X R> 100, Kn.> 50 and H> -0.9, the error of the thermal 
diffusivities obtained from the curve of R=0 is less than 
+5%. 

(4) Many temperature rise ratio should be taken from one 
temperature rise curve to avoid the error caused by the 
noise on the signal. 

The thermal diffusivity should be determined from the 
average of these data. 

(5) An improved apparatus has been made and its good performance 
was verified by measurements of distilled water and glycerine. 

(6) Measurements of moltan salts were made on NaN0 3 at 3L0-380°C 
and Li 2BeF 4 at 470-700°C. 
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Fig. 3 . Heat flux from Ni plate to H20(20°C). 
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Fig. 4 Region in which theoretical curves 
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exist. The case of Ni plate-HjO 
system is shown in the region. 
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Fig. 5 Effect of the parameter H on the 
theoretical curve of the ratio of 
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Fig. 8a Error caused by neglecting the thickness 
of the heater plate. 
Effect of the parameter XR on the rela
tion of error vs.|H| (temperature rise 
ratio»3,Ka»'50—,100 ) . 
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Fig. 8b Effect of the parameter K a on the relation 
of error vs. |H| (XR-30). 
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Fig. 9a Er^or caused by neglect ing the thickness 
o f ' t h e hea te r p l a t e . 
Effect of the parameter H on the r e l a t i o n 
of e r ro r v s . XR (temperature r i s e r a t i o = 3 , 
Ka=50 ,100 - ) . 
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Fig . 9b Effect of the parameter K a on the r e l a t i o n 
of e r ro r v s . XR (H=-0.85). 
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Fig. 10a Error caused by neglecting the thickness of 
the heater plate. 
Effect of the parameter XR on the relation 
of error vs. K a (temperature rise ratio»3, 
H—0.9 ,-0.85 ). 
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Fig. 10b Effect of the parameter H on the relation 
of error vs. K a (XR-30). 
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Fig. 11 Effect of the temperature rise ratio (3,4,5) 
on the relation of error vs. |H|(K=100). 
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Fig. 12 Values of the parameter H of some molten 
salts and H 20 fir Ni and for Pt. The 
values are plotted on a theoretical curve 
of H vs. K e . K e = ( A 1 C p l p 1 / A 2 C p 2 p 2 ) 1 / 2 , 
H=(l-K s/1+K e), 
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Fig. 13 Plot of the thermal diffusivities 
of H2O(20°C) measured at the points 
from center line and parallel 
(XR-30) to the Ni alloy heater plate 
(32x32x0.lmm). The heater plate is 
surrounded with Beryllia skirt. 
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Fig. 14 A method to determine the position of zero 
point of the sheathed thermocouple. The 
cross point of two temperature curves of 
the liquid - O - and the heater plate A — 
corresponds to the zero point. 
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Fig . 15 Schematic diagram of the 
measuring system. 
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Fig. 16 Effect of the cutoff frequency of low pass 
filter (42db/oct decrease from cutoff 
frequency). 
Sample liquid is H 20(20 oC). 
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Fig. 15 Schematic diagram of the 
measuring system. 
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Effect of the cutoff frequency of 10w pass 
fi1ter (42db/oct decrease from cutoff 
frequency). 
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1 - heater plate (Nl alloy, 32x32x0.Inm). 
2 - heater plate holder. 
3 - Beryllia skirt. 
4 - half-cylindrical shell electrodes. 
5 - Inconel sheathed Chromel-Alumel thermocouple 

(0.25mm diameter) 
6 - transparent quartz pot. 
7 - quartz center plller. 
8 - micrometer 
9 - radiation shield plate. 
10 - outer heater furnace. 

Fig. 17 Cross sectional view of the apparatus. 
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1・heaterplate (Ni' alloy， 32x32xO.l圃D)• 

2・beaterplate bolder. 

3・Berylliaskirt. 

4・balf-cylindricalabel1 eleetrodes. 

5・Inconelsheatbed Chro温.el・'AlI皿e1then回 coup1e
(0.25am dia皿 ter)

6・tranaparentquartz pot. 

7・guartzcenter p111er. 

8 ・・圃，icro百eter

9・radiat10nshield p1ate. 

10・outerheater， furnace. 

10 

Cross sectiona1 view of the apparatus. 
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Fig. 18 Thermal dlffuslvity of glycerine, A. nresent 
measurements; o converted from published data' 
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